
Defense Mechanisms Worksheet 
Name:                                                                                Date:
 

Instructions:

This worksheet is designed to help you identify and understand your own defense 
mechanisms. For each scenario provided, reflect on your personal experiences and reactions. 
Consider how you might have used defense mechanisms in similar situations. Write down 
your thoughts and feelings in the space provided.

Scenario 1: Conflict at Work

You had a disagreement with a colleague at work, and you felt they were wrong. How did you 
handle the situation? Did you find yourself justifying your actions or blaming your colleague?

Your Reflection 

Scenario 2: Feedback on a Project

You received constructive criticism on a project that you worked hard on. Did you feel 
defensive or did you rationalize the feedback? How did you process this experience?

Your Reflection 

Scenario 3: A Missed Opportunity

You missed an opportunity that you really wanted. Did you find yourself making excuses or 
downplaying its importance? How did you cope with the disappointment?

Your Reflection 



Scenario 4: An Argument with a Loved One

Think about a recent argument with someone close to you. Did you project your feelings onto 
them or deny your part in the conflict?

Your Reflection 

Scenario 5: Facing a Personal Fear

Recall a time when you had to face a personal fear or challenge. Did you avoid the situation, 
or did you confront it? How did you feel before and after the situation?

Your Reflection 

Final Thoughts:

Reflect on the common themes in your responses. Can you identify any patterns in how you 
typically respond to stress, conflict, or criticism? How might these patterns be related to 
specific defense mechanisms?

Your Reflection 

This worksheet is a starting point for self-reflection and understanding your use of defense 
mechanisms. It can be beneficial to discuss your responses with a therapist or counselor for 
deeper insight and personal growth.


	Text3: 
	0: John Doe
	1: 04/12/2023

	Text4: 
	0: I noticed that I tended to rationalize my actions, convincing myself that my approach was the only logical one. I also found myself subtly blaming my colleague for being inflexible, which might have been a way to protect my ego from admitting any fault.

	1: Initially, I felt defensive and thought the criticism was unfair. However, after some time, I rationalized the feedback by telling myself that the project wasn't that important to me anyway, which might have been a way to protect myself from feeling hurt or inadequate.
	2: 
	0: I caught myself making excuses, saying that the opportunity wasn't really right for me, even though I was initially excited about it. This seems like a defense mechanism to cope with the disappointment and to maintain my self-esteem.
	1: 
	0: I realized that I projected my feelings of frustration onto them, accusing them of being inconsiderate, which might have been more about my own feelings of insecurity in the relationship. I also noticed a tendency to deny my role in escalating the argument.
	1: In facing a personal fear, I noticed a pattern of avoidance. I would often procrastinate or find reasons not to confront the situation directly. Reflecting on this, I felt anxious beforehand but noticed a sense of regret and missed opportunity afterward.
	2: Reflecting on these scenarios, I see a pattern of rationalization and projection as my common defense mechanisms. I tend to justify my actions and project my insecurities onto others, especially in stressful situations. This insight is helpful and something I would like to explore further with a therapist for personal growth.





